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Thanks to the recent cooperation between Blue Rose and the innovative, stylistically diverse Six 

Shooter label from Canada, JENN GRANT, one of the most exciting artists currently on the 

CanAmericana/folk/rock/Indie Pop scene is new on Germany's #1 roots music label. The Beautiful 

Wild is the fourth album of this versatile musician from Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the eastern coast of 

the North American continent. Jenn Grant is not as popular as her colleagues Leslie Feist, Sarah 

Harmer, Kathleen Edwards or Carolyn Mark (yet) but The Beautiful Wild certainly has all the 

qualities to change this! 

 

In the middle of the last decade, the now 32 year-old singer-songwriter started taking her folk and pop 

inflected songs into the public. First in her hometown's small clubs, then on tour with the well-known 

folk-pop orchestra The Heavy Blinkers and as opener for Josh Ritter, Great Lake Swimmers and 

Weakerthans. Orchestra For The Moon was her 2007 debut album, a little naïve and innocent, 

CanAmericana in her sights, pop in her background but there was already her incredibly beautiful, 

multi-faceted voice that can be assertive, raspy or tender. There also was already a big musical group 

because lush, special arrangements have always been Jenn Grant's thing. Musicians from Heavy 

Blinkers, Guthries, Cuff The Duke played on the record along with Jill Barber, Ron Sexsmith and 

Matt Mays! 

With Echoes, her debut on Six Shooter Records, she released her so-called breakup album. The ins & 

outs of a love relationship were the lyrical and atmospheric focal point and provided 13 at times, 

complicated, melancholic songs like 'Heartbreaker', 'I Was Your Woman', 'Parachutes' and a cool, 

somewhat distant version of Neil Young's 'Only Love Can Break Your Heart'. Album #3, Honeymoon 

Park from early 2011, was the result of a new love. Its songs were full of optimism, the arrangements 

filled to the brim with pop ideas. Jenn Grant revealed a heretofore unheard of artful, elegant, 

extroverted, pop side that was cause for some irritation among her fans.  

Jenn Grant is anything but a predictable musician whose career follows a foreseeable path. It 

would be a horror to Grant to produce two overly similar albums after one another - that 

would mean an artistic standstill. And that's an explanation for the multitude of things 

happening on her new album. The Beautiful Wild is by far her most multi-layered, most 

exciting and - in terms of songwriting - most mature album. It is nothing less than a major 

coup! The songs deal with the beauty of the wilderness, as a place to lose and find yourself, a 

place to provide new experiences and creativity, a place that opens your heart and allows 

reflection. And a place of inspiration. Inspiration that leads to songs like these with 

unforgettable melodies, at times introspective, quiet and natural like on Echoes, at other time 

eclectic and lushly orchestrated like on Orchestra For The Moon. Jenn Grant manages to 

merge these currents now and add new flavors on The Beautiful Wild resulting in killer tracks 

like the alt.country-rocking "The Fighter" with its banjo and pedal steel instrumentation, the 

Feist-esque pop hymn "I've Got Your Fire" and the lively "I Want You Back" with many 

voices and a children's choir. "Gone Baby Gone" starts with sitars, moves over to vocal chants 

and electronic handclaps and gets a jolt of energy from harsh electric guitars. "White Dove" 

dances on a light groove while horns and backing vocals rejoice and "In The Belly Of A 

Dragon" reveals itself to be absolutely irresistible whether you hear it in your car or at an 

indie pop party. Well, and there's the bonus track finale which adds to an already remarkably 

strong album: Accompanied only by producer Daniel Ledwell (In-Flight Safety, Adam 

Puddington, Kathleen Edwards) on piano, Jenn Grant interprets Survivor's singalong arena hit 

"Eye Of The Tiger" as a contemplative, goosebump-inducing ballad. 
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